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1. INTRODU~ION

1.
There is growing consensusthat medium-term price stability should be the primary
objective of monetary policy. This orientation is increasingly being embodied in formal
inflation targeting. After an early start in some industrial countries-New Zealand, Canada,
the United Kingdom, Sweden,and others-there has been widening interest in inflation
targeting as a framework for conducting monetary policy. ’ More recently, Brazil has adopted
inflation targeting in the context of a Fund-supported program following the breakdown of
the peggedexchangerate regime. These developmentshave raised a number of issues,
notably whether the practice of inflation targeting calls for any modifications in the
framework of Fund conditionality and program monitoring. This paper addressesthis
question.
2.
Inflation targeting is a framework for conducting monetary policy under “constrained
discretion”.’While specific frameworks vary across countries in several respects,3there are
four preconditions for successfulinflation targeting. First, inflation targeting involves certain
institutional mechanisms-notably operational (“instrument”) independenceof the central
bank and various accountability and transparencyfeatures-to make the target credible.
Second,it requires the absenceof fiscal dominance.4Third, it is based on a reasonably good
understanding(albeit not necessarilya formal model) of the inflation process and the
monetary transmissionmechanism.Fourth, it requires a considerable degree of exchangerate
flexibility, although not necessarilya pure float with complete abstention from intervention.
3.
This paper sets asidethe important questions of whether, and under what
circumstances,inflation targeting is an appropriate regime for a program country;5 how
inflation targeting itself should be implemented in any given country; and how possible
’ Among the developing and emerging market economies,Chile, the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Israel and Poland have moved or are gradually moving to inflation targeting.
2 Bernanke et al., 1999. See also Leiderman and Svensson(ed.) 1995, and Svensson, 1997
3 Inflation targeting frameworks differ, for instance, in their target horizons, width of target
ranges,and the use of escapeclausesfor the first-round effects of exogenous shocks; as well
as methodsand information used to forecast fbture inflation.
4 Fiscal dominance refers to a situation in which monetary policy is constrained by the need
to accommodatea given fiscal policy. An example is a situation in which the monetary
authorities need to monetize a portion of public debt to ensure fiscal sustainability. In this
situation, formal central bank independenceis irrelevant. This is the assumption underlying
the “unpleasantmonetarist arithmetic” analyzed by Sargent and Wallace (198 1).
’ The applicability of inflation targeting to developing countries is discussedby Masson,
Savastano,and Sharma(1997).
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shortcomingsin a country’s institutional arrangementsunderpinning inflation targeting
should be dealt with in the context of a Fund-supported program. The paper takes as given
the decision to proceedwith a Fund-supportedprogram in a country pursuing inflation
targeting and assumesthat the preconditions for inflation targeting are met. Against this
background,the paper exploresthe operational implications of inflation targeting for
monetary policy conditionality.
4.
Section II briefly reviews the purposesof conditionality in general. Section III argues
that, given the difference between the focus and purpose of conditionality on the one hand
and a monetary policy framework on the other, traditional monetary policy conditionality is
not inherently incompatible with inflation targeting. Traditional conditionality does not,
however, do anything to enhancethe credibility of an inflation targeting framework.
Section IV explores an alternative approachto monetary policy conditionality, whereby the
Fund’s conditionality could complement the domestic accountability and transparency
features of inflation targeting. Section V presentsissuesfor discussion. The paper reflects
commentsand suggestionspresentedin an IME seminar, which brought outside experts, Corn
central banks and academicinstitutions, together with Fund staff to discuss experienceswith
inflation targeting and the implications for IIW conditionality.6
II.

THE ROLE OF CONDITIONALITY

5.
Monetary policy conditionality, like conditionality in other areas,has been shapedby
the general principles governing the Fund’s financial assistanceto member countries. The
Articles of Agreement require the Fund to “. . . adopt policies on the use of its general
resources. . . that will assistmembersto solve their balance of payments problems in a
manner consistentwith the provisions of [the] Agreement and that will establish adequate
safeguardsfor the temporary use of the general resourcesof the Fund.” (Article V,
Section 3(a)).’The purposeof conditionality is to provide such safeguardsby linking a
6 The agendaof the seminar as well as a summary of the discussionwill also be issued for the
information of the Board.
’ The word “conditionality” does not appear in the Articles of Agreement and the concept of
conditionality has evolved in stages.The original Articles contained no explicit statement
that the Fund had to adopt policies on the use of its resources.The First Amendment
introduced into the Articles clear languagethat required the Fund to adopt such policies. The
SecondAmendment introduced particular referencesto the Fund’s adoption of policies on
“stand-by and similar arrangements”and “special policies for special balance-of-payments
problems.”Subsequently,in 1979, the Executive Board agreedto the text of the guidelines
on conditionality for the use of the Fund’s resourcesand for stand-by arrangements.The
legal aspectsof the developmentof Fund conditionality are discussedin Gold (1979);
Guitian (198 1) examinesthe evolution of Fund conditionality from an economic point of
view.
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member’s continued accessto the Fund’s financial resourcesto the implementation of agreed
adjustment policies, thereby ensuring that the need for such financing is only temporary and
the country will be able to repay the Fund.’ At the sametime, conditionality gives assurances
to the borrowing member that it will have accessto the IMP’s financial resourcesunder
certain specified conditions.
6.
Conditionality does not require detailed day-to-day monitoring of a country’s
macroeconomicpolicies. It does, however, require a mechanismfor assessingwhether
policies are veering off track or need to be changedin responseto unanticipated shocks,
changesin economic relationships, or other new information. Performancecriteria provide
such a mechanism.’They can be interpreted as signaling devices that flag a possible need to
correct a deviation of policies from the agreed program or modify the program in light of
new information. Careful examination of these data in light of other available information,
and assessmentof policies on the basis of this examination is an essentialpart of program
monitoring.
7.
Another essentialtool of conditionality is the review, which provides a framework for
a general, forward-looking assessmentof whether a program is on track. In the evolution of
IMF conditionality, program monitoring initially relied exclusively on quantitative
performance criteria for certain macroeconomicvariables.lo Over the years, however,
reviews have become a standarddevice of program monitoring, given the increasing
complexity of the issuesaddressedin Fund programs and the increasingrange of areasin
which forward-looking considerations are essential.

* The need for off’cial financing in the process of correcting an external imbalance is less
obvious under floating than under fixed exchangerates. Under floating, the exchangerate
could, in principle, be allowed to adjust fully to equilibrate the balanceof payments. In
practice, however, it may be advisable to limit the extent of exchangerate adjustment
through official financing, including from the Fund. This is a reasonablepolicy response,for
instance, in caseswhere till adjustment via the exchangerate would entail a contractionary
effect much larger than warranted by the medium-term outlook, or where excessive
depreciation in one member country could have detrimental systemic implications.
9 SeeLipschitz, 1996.
lo The Guidelines on Conditionality of 1979, which govern conditionality under stand-by and
extendedarrangements,explicitly provide for reviews in cases“. . . where a member is unable
to establishin advance one or more performance criteria for all or part of the program
period. ..,” or where “. . . an essential feature of the program cannot be formulated as a
performance criterion at the beginning of a program year becauseof substantialuncertainties
concerning major economic trends. . . ”
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III.

TRADITIONAL MONETARY POLICY CONDITIONALRY

Monitoring of monetary policy in Fund programs has traditionally relied on two
8.
performance criteria: a ceiling on the central bank’s net domesticassets@DA) and a floor on
net international reserves(NIR).” Although historically linked to the Polak model of the
late 1950’s and the monetary approach to the balance of payments,this configuration of
monetary performance criteria is sufficiently general to accommodatedifferent exchangerate
regimes as well as the rather eclectic theoretical underpinnings of the financial programming
exercisesthat form the basis of Fund programs.l2 Reliance on NIR floors and NDA ceilings
does not, therefore, presupposea specific macroeconomicmodel, nor is it tied to a specific
operating framework for monetary policy. In fact, few countries implementing IMFsupported adjustment programs use NDA as an operational target for monetary policy. l3
However, the usefulnessof this framework does require that money demand be reasonably
predictable at least a quarter or two in advance--a requirement that is significantly less
stringent than stability of money demand in an econometric sense,but cannot be taken for
granted.
The primary focus of the NWNDA performance criteria is external viability (see
9.
Appendix). In this context, the main role of the NIR performancecriterion is to signal
whether a program is likely to achieve its external objective,14while the ceiling on NDA
seeksto ensurethat this objective is not jeopardized by excessivecredit expansion-which
under fixed exchangerates is this ceiling’s main purpose-or by sterilization of
unprogrammed reserve losses.If NIR is closeto the program baseline,the ceiling on NDA
effectively limits base money expansion, thereby providing a simple, albeit crude,
l1 Performance criteria for NIR and NDA of the central bank have been by far the most
common. However, some programs, notably in transition countries, have included
performance criteria on net foreign and domestic assetsof the banking system, and a few
have set performance criteria on NIR and basemoney.
l2 Financial programming exercisesexploit various balance sheetidentities that link
monetary policy, fiscal policy, and the balanceof payments to ensurethat the program
performance criteria are internally consistent.
l3 For a related discussion of the IMF’s approachto macroeconomicstabilization and the
rationale for specific performance criteria, seeMussa and Savastano,1999.
14Therole of NIR as an indicator of external sector developmentsclearly dependson the
exchangerate regime. Under floating, NIR may change little and provide at best very limited
information on external developments.Nevertheless,an NIR floor still servesa purpose
becauseit limits the scope for large interventions in responseto domestic or external shocks
and-to the extent that the authorities are not prepared to tolerate wide exchangerate
fluctuations-prompts an adjustment of monetary and/or fiscal policy.
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mechanismto prevent monetary expansion from putting additional pressureon the external
balance and fuelling inflation. However, the asymmetry of conventional monetary
performance criteria-with a floor but no ceiling on NIR-provides no automatic safeguards
against excessivemonetary expansion and inflationary pressurewhen the external position
turns out stronger than expected.Therefore, in programs where disinflation is an important
objective, and particularly when the NIR floor is set close to the program baseline, a ceiling
on base money is used to guard against this risk. But even in such cases,instability in base
money demand may render this framework ineffective in gearing monetary policy towards
the achievementof inflation objectives.l5
10. Under inflation targeting, the NIR/NDA performance criteria could continue to play
their traditional role by limiting sterilized foreign exchangemarket intervention and base
money expansion when the external position is weak.l6 By constraining the domestic
component of base money growth, a ceiling on NDA would probably prevent large
departuresfrom inflation objectives, but it may well not provide adequateguidance to a
monetary policy aimed at a more precise inflation target.
11. While the role of monetary policy conditionality in a typical Fund program does not
require a close correspondencebetween a country’s monetary policy framework and the
framework of conditionality, reliance on NIR/NDA performance criteria neverthelessraises
important questions:Does this form of conditionality give too little weight to program
objectives other than the balanceof payments?And could inflation performance be improved
by bringing conditionality more closely into line with the monetary policy framework? If this
could be achieved without weakening the safeguardsrelated to the program’s external
objectives, an alternative form of monetary policy conditionality would be worth
considering. The next section addressesthis issue.

I5 Reviews of the experiencewith Fund-supported programs have shown that, for a variety of
reasons,these programs have tended to be more successfulin achieving external objectives
than inflation objectives. See Schadler (ed.), 1995, and Phillips in Bredenkamp and Schadler
(ed), 1999.
l6 Such safeguardsare particularly important in circumstanceswhere the authorities are
predisposedto view any exchangemarket pressureas likely to be short-lived-an assessment
that is difficult to make, but may be attractive in light of particular circumstances(including,
perhaps,the political calendar).However, as noted above, the traditional configuration of
monetary performance criteria-a floor on NIR and a ceiling on NDA-does not prevent
intervention, rapid base money growth, and the resulting inflationary pressureswhen the
external position is strongerthan expected.
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IV.

A REVIEWS-BASEDAPPROACH

12. Under inflation targeting, various transparencyfeatures are intended to hold the
monetary authorities accountablein the courts of public and market opinion. If a reasonable
way could be found to bring IMP program monitoring into line with these domestic
accountability features,this could help improve program performance in achieving inflation
objectives, strengthenprogram ownership, and reinforce the central bank’s credibility. ” It
would also help avoid the confusion that could arise from focusing public attention on two
different sets of constraintson monetary variables, even though, as argued above, each serves
a different purpose.This becomesmore important as the Fund is increasing transparencyby
encouragingmembersto publish various program documents.
Another equally important considerationis that the effectiveness of program
13.
monitoring may be increasedby focussing on the variables that are viewed as particularly
relevant to monetary policy formulation in the individual country.
14.
Theseargumentssuggestthat it could be helpful if the Fund’s conditionality and the
self-policing aspectsof inflation targeting could be used to reinforce each other.‘* Such an
approachto monetary policy conditionality would, however, be suitable only for countries
that broadly meet the preconditions for inflation targeting, including the requisite institutional
framework, and have some track record demonstratinga commitment to achieving their
inflation objectives. For countriesthat do not meet these conditions, or that need to undertake
substantialexternal adjustment,or do not want to reinforce their commitment to inflation
objectives by making it part of program conditionality, it may be more appropriate to stay
with the traditional NIR/NDA conditionality. The appropriate form of conditionality for an
individual country would need to be agreedbetween the authorities and the Fund on a caseby-case basis.

” This idea is developedin Cottarelli and Giannini, 1998. It must also be acknowledged,
however, that one cannot presumethat the incorporation of Fund conditionality on the
inflation target will always help reinforce the central bank’s credibility. In fact, the opposite
outcome (at least in its immediate effect) is far more likely in those casesin which the Fund
decidesto challengethe monetary policy stanceof the central bank and to interrupt the
program on the groundsthat the inflation target is unlikely to be met. For the Fund’s
conditionality to have credibility, this would need to happen in some cases;over the longer
period, if Fund conditionality on inflation targets were to establish a track record, its
inclusion in future programswould strengthenthe central bank’s credibility.
l8 In this connection,a program could also entrench,as structural measures,stringent
transparencyand public accountability procedures,in which the principles underlying the
Code of Good Practiceson Transparencyin Monetary and Financial Policy are central. As
mentioned above, details of such measuresare outside the scope of this paper.
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15.
Domestic accountability for inflation targets takes two forms. There is an element of
expost accountability with regard to inflation outtums. l9 However, since these outtums
reflect the impact of past rather than contemporaneouspolicy decisions and are influenced by
many factors beyond the authorities’control, ex ante accountability and transparencywith
regard to the processof monetary policy making are also essential.Typically the authorities
publish an inflation report focusing on the behavior of various indicator variables to highlight
whether policies are on track to achieving inflation objectives. Such indicator variables often
include monetary and credit aggregates,exchangerates, interest rate levels or differentials,
the yield curve, and market measuresof inflationary expectations.In addition, they may
include various indicators of economic activity (e.g., industrial production, retail sales,
capacity utilization) and labor market conditions (e.g., wages, unemployment, employment
growth, participation rates).20
16. By the same logic, if IMF conditionality were to build on the accountability features
of inflation targeting itself, it could not rely solely on expost monitoring of inflation
outturns: while these outtums are clearly relevant and need to be monitored, the lags in the
effect of monetary policy on inflation are typically too long for such backward-looking
monitoring alone to provide an effective lever to bring about timely corrections of
inappropriate policies. Given these lags, inflation outtums could, over much of the life of a
program, be a reflection mainly of the monetary policies pursued prior to the program’s
adoption.21Considerable emphasiswould therefore need to be given to ex ante
accountability, based on an assessmentof prospective future inflation, although this would
generally be combined with the monitoring of current inflation, as is the case in most
countries practicing inflation targeting.
17.
In assessinginflation prospects,it would not be necessary-nor, given staff resource
constraints, even remotely possible-for the Fund to scrutinize all information pertaining to
day-to-day monetary policy decisions: the Fund could not and should not be involved in the
l9 Examples of formalized accountability for inflation outtums are New Zealand and the
United Kingdom. In New Zealand, the ReserveBank Act holds the Governor personally
accountablefor achieving the inflation target and he can be dismissed if the Treasurer or the
ReserveBank’s Board of Governors believe his performance has been inadequate.In the
United Kingdom (since 1997), the Governor of the Bank of England is required to send an
open letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer explaining any deviation of inflation from
target exceeding 1 percentagepoint and indicating corrective action.
2oSeefor instanceBank of England, Inflation Report (various issues).
21In industrial countries these lags are typically estimated at 18 months to 2 years. In some
emerging market countries, much shorter lags have been estimated; these may mainly reflect
a volatile environment with weak policy credibility in which expectationsare highly sensitive
to current monetary policy actions.

*
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fine-tuning of monetary policy in pursuit of an inflation target. However, when key
indicators suggestthat on current policies the outlook for inflation deviatessigniJicantZyfi-om
the inflation target, the Fund stti would need to understandthe reasons,and when this
deviation was large enoughto pose a threat to the program’s objectives, the Fund would need
to have the ability to interrupt a program. Nonetheless,the intention would be that, within a
comparatively broad range, the central bank should have the latitude to conduct monetary
policy without micro-managementby the Fund.
18.
The foregoing discussion suggeststhat attuning monetary policy conditionality more
closely to an inflation targeting framework would to some extent be country-specific
regarding the kind of information viewed as relevant to forecasting inflation and assessing
the appropriatenessof the monetary policy stance.Moreover, in most instancesat least some,
if not most, of the variables consideredwould be beyond the control of the authorities and
could therefore not be used as performance criteria. Under these conditions, it seemsdifftcult
to retain the parsimony of the traditional approachto monetary policy conditionality, which
relies on performance criteria for just two monetary variables.
19.
The alternative approach to monetary policy conditionality would consist of two
elements.One element would be the traditional performance criterion for NIR to reinforce
the country’s commitment to a flexible exchangerate policy; this would ensurethat the
Fund’s resourcesare used to support the adjustment neededto bring about a sustainable
external position and not wasted on fruitless intervention. The floor on NIR would generally
be set close to the program baseline. If, however, an appreciablemargin for intervention were
deemeddesirable, it would have to be accompaniedby a mechanismto ensurea tightening of
monetary conditions when substantial intervention occurred. This could be a simple limit on
the scope for sterilization, for instance an explicit feedback rule from intervention to official
interest rates, or the traditional ceiling on NDA.
20.
The secondelement of this approachwould be reviews. If an arrangementincluded
general reviews at quarterly frequency, the original program documentationwould specify
that these reviews include an assessmentof monetary policy in the context of the inflation
targeting fiamework; if the arrangementenvisagedless frequent general reviews, the
documentationwould add quarterly reviews focussed only on monetary policy. Either way,
these quarterly reviews would be required to assessmonetary policy against the background
of the most recent inflation outcome and the inflation outlook in light of a set of indicators.22
The program would specify a quarterly inflation path consistentwith the authorities’inflation
targets, current and projected inflation would be comparedwith these targets, and agreement
22Of course,the expectation would be that the authorities continue to adjust polices in a
timely manner and would not need to wait for a review before adjusting their policy
instruments. In these circumstances,monetary policy would remain on track and, assuming
there is adequateevidence supporting this assessment,a monetary policy review would not
necessarilyrequire a mission.
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on specific remedial action-in most casespresumably an increase in interest rates-would
be expected whenever the outlook suggestedthat future inflation objectives were likely to be
missed by a pre-specified margin. It should be noted that, when quarterly reviews focus
solely on monetary policy, it should be possible to complete them on a lapse-of-time basis
provided that the authorities are either expected to meet their inflation target or have already
taken adequate remedial action in responseto the assessmentthat this target is at risk.
21.
Nevertheless, agreementon monetary policy would be a necessarycondition for
completion of the reviews, and reviews would have to be completed by the Board before the
country could continue making purchases.This possibility of program interruption is
essential; it ensuresthat the Fund can delay the resumption of accessto its resources until the
Board is satisfied that policies are consistentwith the program’s objectives.
22.
Formal assessmentsof monetary policy would be complemented by more frequent
consultations with the staff. These consultations would focus on the same indicators that
form the basis for the reviews of monetary policy and could take place either at regular
intervals-eg., monthly-synchronized with the authorities’own periodic reassessmentsof
monetary policy within the inflation targeting fiamework, or as requestedby the authorities
or the staff.
23.
Although an assessmentof monetary policy during reviews need not be confined to a
narrow set of variables, it is important to define a set of indicators on which such an
assessmentwould primarh’y be based.Consistent with the view that conditionality should
guard against serious deviations of monetary policy but avoid micro-management, the choice
of indicators should be as parsimonious as possible, including, in addition to recent inflation
outcomes, a few indicators of future inflation. However, this approach would require at least
broad agreement between the staff and the authorities on the appropriate monetary policy
reaction to a range of possible eventualities.
24.
In the casesin which there are credible independent forecasts of inflation, as reflected
for instance in a consensusforecast, or in which market expectations of inflation can be
discerned from an efficient indexed bond market, such a measureof expected inflation could
be a particularly useful indicator of future inflation, as it would indirectly incorporate most, if
not all, of the information that could be used in an independent inflation forecast by the staff.
An official inflation forecast by the central bank, while likely incorporating more information
than is available to outsiders, would not provide an independent check on whether policies
are on track: such a forecast is part and parcel of policy formulation under inflation targeting.
However, the basis on which the authorities arrive at their inflation forecast would be a key
element in the staffs discussionswith the authorities in the context of reviews. In casesin
which independent measuresof expected inflation do not exist or are less reliable, the
selection of indicators could a small subsetof the variables tracked by the central bank-for
example, the exchangerate, a monetary aggregate,and some index of activity (in addition to
current inflation).
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25.
It is important to considerhow this approachto monetary policy conditionality would
differ Corn the current one basedsolely on NIIUNDA performance criteria. By combining
safeguardson the program’s external objectives-an NIR performance criterion and
constraintson sterilized intervention-with indicator-basedreviews to monitor inflation
targeting, it would entail, in principle, a strengtheningof monetary policy conditionality. It
would place greater weight on inflation objectives than traditional monetary policy
conditionality, with the possibility of delaying the completion of a review if monetary policy
continues on a coursethat, in the stafl?sview, is inconsistent with the authorities’ inflation
target. This approachcould therefore be used to enhancethe credibility of the monetary
policy framework and underpin stronger performancein achieving the inflation objectives of
the program.
26.
Reliance on broader, albeit indicator-based,assessmentsof monetary policy during
reviews and consultationswould also usher in greater flexibility and permit conditionality to
be linked more closely to variables that are the most relevant to the monetary policy
framework. This flexibility comes,however, at a price, both for the Fund and the authorities.
For the Fund, the approachwould likely entail more comprehensiveand detailed assessments
of monetary policy than the rather crude but parsimonioustraditional framework-although
this difference should not be overstated,since even under the traditional approach the staff
does considerablework assessingthe stanceof monetary policy in light of various types of
information. For the authorities, it could mean less-clearly-definedassurancesof continued
accessto the Fund’s financing than the simple NWNDA mechanism.
27.
This reviews-basedapproach may also be comparedwith other hypothetical
alternatives, some of which were suggestedby outside participants in the seminar. One
alternative would be to negotiate-and set a formal performance criterion on-an explicit
central bank reaction function, specifying the amount by which the central bank would adjust
a policy-determined interest rate in responseto key monetary indicators. While in the
reviews-basedapproach some sort of reaction function-requiring an interest rate increaseif
expected inflation is significantly above target-would implicitly need to lie behind the
staffs assessmentof monetary policy, formalizing it as a performance criterion implies a
more mechanistic approachto inflation targeting than is favored by the staff.
28.
Another variant would be an approachfocusing on ensuring that the authorities have
appropriate models in place for forecasting inflation rather than examining actual policies. Of
course, in the reviews-basedapproach,discussionsof the forecasting framework would
typically be an important element of the staffs policy discussionswith the authorities. But
this would need to complement,not substitutefor, an assessmentof the stance of monetary
policy in relation to the economic situation.
29.
A third approachsuggestedin the seminarwould be for the Fund to derive its own
inflation forecastsindependentof those of the authorities; these forecasts would then be
published and made the basis for conditionality. This would be a major departure Corn the
Fund’s present approach,where the staff and the authorities seek to arrive at a common view
of the economic situation. To be credible, a completely independentforecast by the Fund
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would require a greater commitment of staff resourcesthan is currently available. Nor does
stti believe that such an adversarial processwould be advisable.
V.

30.

ISSUESFOR DISCUSSION

Directors may wish to addressthe following questions:
Do Directors agree that inflation targeting can be accommodatedwithin the existing
structure of Fund-supported programs, including the traditional structure of
conditionality?
The paper has presentedan alternative approach to conditionality under inflation
targeting incorporating program reviews focusing on recent inflation outtums together
with indicators of future inflation. Do Directors see merit in this alternative framework
comparedwith maintaining the existing structure of conditionality? What are the
advantagesand disadvantagesof this alternative approach?
If the reviews-basedapproach is adopted as an acceptableform of conditionality, on what
basis should it be decided whether an individual program should incorporate this
approachor more traditional conditionality? Do Directors agree that this choice should be
made on a case-by-casebasis?
Do Directors agree that, regardlessof whether the traditional framework for
conditionality were maintained or replaced with the review-based approach, safeguarding
the Fund’s resourceswould require maintaining a floor on NIR? Do Directors agreethat,
in caseswhere this floor allowed a margin for unprogrammed foreign exchangesales,
some mechanismswould be neededto limit sterilization?
How do Directors seethe staff proceeding on this issue? Should programs be allowed to
set monetary policy conditionality mechanismsalong the lines of the review-based
approachdescribed, subject to review after a period of experimentation? Or is further
consideration of this general approach needed?
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Traditional

Performance Criteria:

The Role of the NlR/NDA

APPENDIX

Mechanism

31.
The NIIVNDA performancecriteria in Fund programs can be seenas a signaling
mechanismthat soundsan alarm when a program is in danger of going seriously off track or
when it needsto be modified to safeguardthe balance of payments objective and the
resourcesof the Fund.
The following example illustrates the signaling role of the NIRNDA performance
32.
criteria. Supposethat, at a specified test date,NIB turns out above the floor while NDA is
above the ceiling. A number of alternativenot mutually exclusive-inferences are possible:
the sttiand the authorities may have got the parametersof the money demand equation
wrong, or the equation may be unstable over time; real GDP or prices, which are arguments
in the money demandequation, may be above their projection paths; the NIB floor may have
allowed considerablemargin for intervention and the large increasein NDA may be
indicating that the effects of such intervention on domestic monetary conditions were
sterilized; or money may indeed be increasing at a rate much faster than envisagedwith the
external effects offset by (a possibly temporary) positive terms-of-trade or capital-account
shock. The recommendedpolicy response-whether to take action to bring NDA back on
track or to accommodatethe deviation and adjust the performance criterion-depends on an
explicit assessmentof the causesof the deviation, including whether they are temporary or
permanent. The nonobservanceof a performancecriterion forces such an assessmentwithout
prejudging the outcome.
33.
The NDA ceiling and the NIB floor usually incorporate margins for deviation from
the baseline projections of these variables;therefore the mechanismwill only pick up
significant departuresfrom the envisagedprogram path (that threaten the core objectives of
the program) and should not be seenas a policy framework for achieving a closely specified
inflation objective--this is left to the authorities’internal fi-amework for the conduct of
monetary policy. An inflation targeting framework does not, however, obviate the need for
conditionality that safeguardsthe external objectives of the program.
34.
Consider the example of a country, following an inflation-targeting regime, that is hit
by an exogenousloss of confidence in its currency. At a given interest rate there would be
downward pressureon the value of its currency. To the extent that (a) the problem is seen as
temporary, and (b) the authorities seekto limit an incipient depreciation becauseof its
influence on inflation, the authorities may regard sterilized intervention as the appropriate
first reaction. In an inflation-targeting regime without NDA or NIB performance criteria, and
with exchangerates and money as argumentsin the inflation equation, the authorities may be
able, at least for a short time, to run NIR down to a relatively low level and to sterilize the
monetary effects by increasingNDA. With only an NIB floor as a constraint, sterilized
intervention could still go quite far, unlessthe NIB floor is set high enough to preclude
significant intervention. But the inclusion of an NDA ceiling would establish, separately, a
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APPENDIX

limit on sterilized intervention that could complement the NlR floor. Thus the NIRNDA
mechanism sets off warning signals when reservesfall too low or when there is large-scale
sterilization of unprogrammedsales of foreign exchange.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.
Shortly after adopting a floating exchangerate regime in mid-January 1999, the
Brazilian authorities indicated their intention to put in place as rapidly as possible a formal
inflation targeting framework. In the months that followed, the inflation targeting framework
was implemented, basedon a careful and well-organized plan to meet the particular
institutional, economic and financial market circumstancesof Brazil. This included
consultations and discussionswith other central banks that have experiencewith inflation
targeting,’analytical and empirical work to ascertainkey macroeconomicrelations in the
Brazilian economy, and several actions to ensurean institutional and operational framework
suitable for an effective monetary policy under inflation targeting.
2.
This paper describesthe processof establishing an intlation targeting framework in
Brazil and some of the initial results; reviews the monetary policy tools of the Brazilian
Central Bank (BCB) and some of the analytical models the BCB has been using in support of
its decision making; discussesoptions for adapting IMF conditionality to inflation targeting
in the case of Brazil; and offers some issuesfor further discussion.
II.

ESTABLISHING

AN INFLATION

TARGETING

FRAMEWORK

FOR BRAZIL

3.
In June 1999, the Presidentof Brazil issued a decree2formally adopting an inflation
targeting framework as the guide for monetary policy. Key points in this decreewere:
l

l

l

l

l

The inflation targets will be establishedbased on one of the already existing price
indices, with the specific index to be selectedsubsequently.
The inflation targets as well as the tolerance intervals will be set by the National
Monetary Council (NMC) on the basis of a proposal by the Minister of Finance.
Inflation targets for the years 1999,2000, and 2001 will be set no later that
June 30,1999; for the year 2002 and subsequentyears, targets will be set no later
than June 30, two years in advance.
The BCB is given the full responsibility to implement.the policies necessaryto
achieve the targets.
The price index to be adoptedfor the purpose of inflation targeting will be chosen
by the NMC on the basis of a proposal by the Minister of Finance.

’ This included, among others, a three-day seminar in Rio de Janeiro in May 1999, organized
by the Brazilian Central Bank and MAE, and with the participation of central bank staff from
Australia, Canada,Chile, Israel, Mexico, New Zealand, Sweden,the United Kingdom, and
the United States.
2 Decree No. 3088 of June 21,1999.
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* The targets will be consideredto have been met when the observed accumulated
inflation during a given calendaryear (measuredon the basis of variations in the
price index adopted for thesepurposes)falls within the tolerance intervals.
If the targets are breached,the Presidentof the BCB will need to issue an open
l
letter addressedto the Minister of Finance explaining the causesof the breach, the
measuresto be adoptedto ensurethat inflation returns to the tolerated levels, and
the period of time that will be neededfor thesemeasuresto have an effect.
The BCB will issue a quarterly inflation report to inform on the performance of the
l
inflation targeting framework, the results of the monetary policy actions, and the
future inflation perspectives.
4.
In general,the overall framework for inflation targeting that was establishedin Brazil
resemblesthat of other inflation targeting countries, but includes various unique featuresto
reflect important Brazil-specific factors.
In choosing the specific indicator for the inflation target, the Brazilian authorities
5.
selectedthe broudesf available consumerprice index (IPCA).3 The IPCA seemedpreferable
to an indicator of core inflation for two reasons.First, there are already a relatively large
number of inflation indices available that are collected regularly by different institutions,
which would make it difficult to convince the public of the need for an additional one.
Second,selecting a well-establishedindicator would increasetransparencyand avoid
possible accusationsof trying to manipulate measuredinflation. A main disadvantageof
choosing a consumerprice index like the IPCA is that it does not distinguish between core
inflation and “special effects,” like those resulting from changesin administered prices.
In selecting the specific targets and tolerance intervals for inflation, the Brazilian
6.
authorities decided to use symmetric bands with relatively wide tolerance intervals. The
specific targets were defined as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Targets for Accumulated Inflation During the Year (in percent)
Year
1999
2000
2001

Lower Bound
6
4
2

Target Path
8
6
4

Upper Bound
10
8
6

Reliance on a relatively broad index instead of a more stable core index seemsto
7.
justify the selection of fairly large bands (+/- 2 percentagepoints around the target path).
3 The IPCA covers nine metropolitan areas(Rio de Janeiro, S8o Paulo, Port0 Alegre, Belo
Horizonte, Recife, BelCm, Fortaleza, Salvador and Curitiba), plus the city of Goitia and the
Federal District. It covers families with income between 1 and 40 minimum wages, and is
thus consideredthe broadestconsumerprice index available, both in terms of geographic
coverageand coverageof income groups.
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While, initially, it was feared that the symmetry of the band could be interpreted to mean that
the BCB would just aim to stay within the upper bound, the BCB has made it clear that it is
aiming for the target path (i.e., the center of the band). Accumulated IPCA inflation in the
year to November 1999 amounts to 8.3 percent, notwithstanding the depreciation of the Real
from about R$1.20 per U.S. dollar in Januaryto R$1.85 per U.S. dollar now, and several
rounds of domestic oil price increases.
The issue of central bank independencewas discussedin the context of establishing
8.
the inflation targeting framework, but there are different aspectsthat still need to be
addressed.De facto, but not dejure, the BCB is fairly independent,and it has been given a
completely free hand in pursuing its inflation objectives. Also, under the current BCB board,
which has staked its professional reputation on the successof inflation targeting, there is no
doubt that the BCB wants to make the framework work. However, Brazil has traditionally
been a country of “j&al dominance,” which, although reduced now, is still present. A
general issue that arises in this context is whether the BCB would hesitate to raise interest
rates for fiscal reasons(e.g., public debt sustainability considerations),although it would
need to do so to contain inflation.
9.
In the context of inflation targeting, the BCB has significantly enhancedits
communication with thepublic, so as to increaseaccountability and transparency.In
addition to publishing its monthly market surveys,the BCB now publishes (with a 15&y
delay) detailed minutes of its Monetary Policy Committee (COPOM)4 meetings, and issues
quarterly inflation reports (the secondof which was published at end-September,1999).
III.

INFLATION

TARGETING-POLICY

TOOLS AND MODELS

FOR DECISION

MAKING

10.
On a day-to-day basis, the BCB implements monetary policy mainly through open
market operations so as to achieve a daily operating target for an (overnight) inter-bank
interest rate (called the “SELIC” rate); this interest rate operating target is set mainly with a
view to the inflation target. To guide day-to-day operationsin the market, the BCB has to
decide when preemptive policy action is necessary,how strong it should be, and whether
monetary policy instruments other than the interest rate should be used. This requires an
explicit policy strategy that is consistentwith the lags between adjustmentsin the monetary
policy instruments and their effects on inflation and output.
11.
In this context, the BCB’s ResearchDepartment has developedthree main sets of
tools to help in decision making. These are various simple structural models of the
transmission mechanism of monetary policy to prices, nonstructural time series models (on
4 The COPOM consists of the BCB president and the BCB board members (all of whom have
voting rights), and selectedBCB departmentdirectors (who are nonvoting members).
COPOM decisions are taken by majority vote. Regular COPOM meetings are held every five
weeks, but extraordinary meetings may be called at any time.
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the basis of VAR, ARIMA, or leading indicator approaches)that are mainly used for shortterm forecasts,and surveys of market expectations of injZation, economic growth and other
relevant variables.
12.
The BCB’s simple structural models, which use quarterly data, capture the main
channelsof the transmission of monetary policy, the intensity of the transmission, and the
transmission lags. An advantageof thesemodels is that they provide an explicit parametric
Iink betweenpolicy tools and inflation that is basedon economic theory; a disadvantageis
that they provide a somewhatrigid and simplified framework, which may disregard many
important variables that shapeinflation and inflationary expectations.The BCB’s simple
structural models consider two main transmissionchannels:a direct channel, where interest
rates affect the nominal exchangerate, which in turn affects the inflation rate; and an indirect
channel, where, by affecting the output gap, the interest rate affects the inflation rate with a
lag. Given a fairly small number of relevant quarterly observations,the degreesof freedom of
these structural models are Iimited, a fact that makes it difficult to include many more
explanatory variables in the equation. Three basic scenariosusing these models were
published in the BCB’s secondInflation Report and are replicated in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Scenariosfor the Year 2000 from the BCB Inflation Report (in percent)
Selic Assumption
Neutral scenario
Pessimisticscenario
Optimistic scenario

19.0
23.0
12.3

IPCA Inflation
4.6
4.5
4.8

GDP growth
3.2
2.3
5.0

Source: BCB, Relatdrio de ZnjZaqZo(September1999).

While the results are not directly comparableacrossthe three different scenarios
13.
becausethey rely on different assumptionsfor international yield spreadsand result in
different exchangerate outcomes,they suggestthat, at end-September,the BCB considered
the potential threat to its year 2000 inflation target to be minimal under a wide range of
. interest rate assumptions.However, a more recent simulation for the November COPOM
meeting shows that a significant adjustmentin administered domestic prices (e.g., due to
continued increasesin international oil prices) would compromise the inflation targets for
2000-01 under current policies.
The BCB’s nonstructural time series models for predicting inflation largely aim at
14.
gauging latent short-term inflationary pressuresand the formation of inflation expectations.
These models use monthly data. A main advantageof these models is that they provide a
flexible analytical tool; a main disadvantageis that they do not provide a policy reaction
function, and are not basedon economic theory. In this context, the BCB has worked with
nonstructural vector autoregressive(VAR) models and autoregressivemoving average
(ARMA) time-series models, as well as different filter techniques and advancedprobabilistic
methods (e.g., Markov switching models) that are applied in a time-series context. In
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particular the VAR models provide an alternative short-term forecast for the inflation rate
and permit a consistency check with the forecastsresulting from the structural models.
15.
A general result of these models is that transmission lags in the Brazilian economy
are fairly short (6-9 months), comparedto other (industrial) countries using an inflation
targeting framework. Also, on the basis of these models, the BCB has compiled a preliminary
list of about 25 variables that may be considereduseful leading indicators of inflation for
three different time horizons: short term (l-3 months); medium term (4-6 months), and
long-term (7-12 months). Further tests with these and other variables are ongoing.
16.
The BCB has tried to integrate the various alternative structural models for the
transmission mechanism, the various short-term models of inflation forecasting, and the
assessmentsbehind the probability intervals for inflation. By doing so, it has been able to
obtain different outputs including: (i) inflation forecasts (central path with confidence
intervals) with definitions of a measureof dispersion (variance) and of risks (asymmetries);5
(ii) forecasts for output; (iii) a trajectory for interest rates (both, nominal and real) resulting
from the various predetermined reaction functions; and (iv) dynamic simulations of
exogenous shocks. External demand,and domestic demand, and aggregatesupply shocks are
seenas the most relevant for Brazil. Given the aggregatenature of the simple structural
models, the stylization of the shocks require careful work to reflect their intensity and timing
in the simulations.
17.
The BCB is well aware of the limitations of its models and the estimatesand
forecaststhat they generate,particularly since the Brazilian economy underwent a number of
substantial structural changesin the last several years, so that suitable time series are often
only fairly short. Hence, alternative sources,such as market surveys and forecasts, are taken
into account as well. The BCB conducts weekly surveys of market expectations, and
publishes the results thereof.
IV.

ADAPTING

IMF CONDITIONALITY

TO INFLATION

TARGETING

18.
Since December 1998, Brazil’s economic program has been supported by a 3-year
Stand-By Arrangement (SBA) with the Fund. The program has relied on the conventional
quantitative performance criteria. This has included a floor on net international reserves
(MR) and a ceiling on net domestic assets@IDA) of the BCB; the exact specification of
these criteria was changed slightly from review to review. The NIR floor is meant to indicate
whether the program is likely to achieve its external objectives and to safeguardthe Fund’s
resources.The ceiling on NDA seeksto ensurethat these objectives and the inflation
objective are not jeopardized by excessivecredit expansion or sterilization of unprogrammed
NIR losses.In general, this conventional framework provides few safeguardsagainst an
5 These provide the basis for the various fan charts published in the quarterly inflation reports
of the BCB.
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excessivemonetary expansionand inflationary pressurethat could result when the external
position turns out stronger than expected.Hence, the conventional quantitative performance
criteria emphasizethe external objectives of a program; they do not adequatelysafeguard
inflation objectives.
The key issue then in adapting Fund programs to inflation targeting would be to tailor
19.
monetary conditionality so as to “take the inflation objective more seriously”while, at the
sametime, retaining the necessaryperformancecriteria to ensureachievementof the external
objectives of the program and safeguardthe Fund’s resources.
V.

THE FOURTH REVIEW

OF THE BRAZIL

PROGRAM:

A

TRANSITION

ARRANGEMENT

The November 1999 (fourth) review of the Brazil program contained what may be
20.
considereda “transition arrangement”betweenthe traditional ‘WWNDA framework” of
conditionality, and a possible future framework that is more gearedtoward safeguarding also
the inflation objective. In particular, for November 1999 to June 2000, it retained an NIR
floor (performance criterion) that allowed for a total of up to US$2.0 billion to
US$2.5 billion of fully sterilized intervention relative to the program’s NIR baseline, and an
indicative ceiling on the NDA that is set so as to leave room for short-term interest rates to be
managedflexibly and in line with the BCB’s inflation objectives.
As an “innovation,” the fourth review included a formal consultation band for
21.
inflation, based on the government’s announcedinflation targets for the IPCA.6 Specifically,
there were quarterly targets as well as inner and outer bands for the 12-month IPCA inflation
rate for December 1999 and the year 2000. In this context, the central 12-month inflation
path was programmed to decline by 0.5 percentagepoints each quarter, from 8.0 percent in
December 1999 to 6 percent in December 2000. The outer band was establishedwith a
tolerance interval of +/-2 percentagepoints around this path; the inner band was established
with a tolerance interval of +/-1 percentagepoint around this path. Accordingly, the BCB
will discusswith the Fund staff about the appropriatepolicy responseshould the 12-month
rate of IPCA inflation exceedthe upper limit of the inner band. Should the 12-month rate of
IPCA inflation exceedthe upper limit of the outer band, the authorities will complete a

6 The full list of performancecriteria (PC) and indicative targets (IT) for the fourth review of
the program (November 1999), included twofiscal targets (a floor for the primary surplus of
the consolidatedpublic sector (PC), and a ceiling on the stock of net debt of the consolidated
public sector (IT)); several external sector targets (a ceiling on the stock of external public
debt (PC); a ceiling on the stock of short-term external debt (IT); a ceiling on the stock of
publicly guaranteedprivate sector external debt outstanding (PC); a floor on NIR (PC), and
PCs on BCB exposure(or better “nonexposure”) in foreign exchangeforward and futures
markets); and two monetary sector targets (a ceiling on the NDA of the BCB (IT), and, for
the first time, a consultation band for the 12-month rate of the IPCA (IT)).
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consultation with the IMF Board on their proposedpolicy responsebefore requesting further
purchasesunder the program.
VI.

STRENGTHENING

MONETARY

CONDITIONALITY

IN BRAZIL-MAIN

ISSUES

22.
To strengthenthe monetary conditionality framework, and pending Board
consideration of the more general approach for inflation targeting program countries, the
staff has envisagedworking on the basis of the following principles for the forthcoming
(fifth) review of the Brazil program.
Reliance on an NIR floor is crucial to safeguardexternal viability and Fund resources.
The NIR floor would usually be set close to the NIR baseline. If a significant margin for
intervention were to be included, it should be accompaniedby a mechanism to ensure a
tightening of monetary conditions when there is significant intervention. This could be
achieved in different ways, for instancethrough a feedback rule from intervention to the
official (SELIC) interest rate.
Monetary policy conditionality will be gearedmore closely toward the government’s
inflation targeting objectives. This is expectedto improve the effectiveness of monetary
conditionality by monitoring parametersand variables that are relevant for the way in
which monetary policy is conducted,and to be able to discussthe need for changesin
monetary policies basedon the behavior of these relevant parametersand variables.
In this regard, the monetary program is envisagedto comprise both “forward-looking”
and “backward-looking” elements.In particular, it is currently expectedthat the
forthcoming review of the program will refer to a small set of indicators of future
inflation, and will include someunderstandingson the monetary policy responseto
significant deviations of forecast inflation from its target path. The review would also
continue to focus on the actual path of inflation, and on the monetary policy responseto
possible significant deviations of actual inflation from target inflation.

Summing Up by the Acting Chairman
Inflation Targeting—Implications for IMF Conditionality
Executive Board Meeting 00/1
January 5, 2000
Executive Directors noted that, in light of the growing consensus that price stability
should be the primary objective of monetary policy, there had been increased use of formal
inflation targeting as a framework for monetary policy, typically in the context of flexible
exchange rate arrangements. While variously interpreted, inflation targeting generally
implies that the monetary authorities’ discretion is constrained by the announcement of an
explicit inflation target, accompanied by a considerable degree of transparency regarding the
link between current monetary policy actions and the pursuit of that inflation target.
Directors did not see any inherent obstacle to carrying out monetary policy on the
basis of inflation targeting in the context of a Fund-supported program, and they saw the
goals of the two as broadly complementary. Indeed, in the case of Brazil, the Fund had
already approved a program with some modifications to traditional conditionality prompted
by the authorities’ inflation targeting regime.
Directors noted that successful inflation targeting required central bank independence
and other supportive institutional features; the absence of fiscal dominance; a reasonably
good understanding of the inflation process; and a considerable degree of exchange rate
flexibility. Although the staff paper did not discuss how frequently these conditions are, in
fact, likely to be met in emerging market economies, a number of Directors suggested that it
would be essential to examine whether these conditions were in place in a given case before
determining whether it would be appropriate to make use of the reviews-based approach to
program monitoring discussed in the staff paper. Some Directors also suggested that, in those
cases in which the institutional prerequisites for successful inflation targeting framework
were not fully in place, consideration be given to setting structural benchmarks, including
adoption of international standards on transparency and central bank independence, to
strengthen the inflation targeting framework and facilitate subsequent use of the reviewsbased approach. These actions would also serve to reinforce central bank credibility and
convey a strong sense of national ownership.
Directors generally noted that inflation targeting could be accommodated within the
traditional structure of conditionality, including a floor on net international reserves (NIR)
and a ceiling on net domestic assets (NDA). While this structure of conditionality was
designed primarily to safeguard the Fund’s resources and to provide a check against
excessively accommodative monetary policies that would jeopardize macroeconomic
stability, they thought it could continue to serve these purposes under inflation targeting. A
number of Directors, however, saw the possibility of inconsistencies between NDA ceilings
and inflation targeting in some circumstances, and consequent confusion about a country’s
monetary policy priorities. It was generally acknowledged that this possibility warranted
close attention and that the relationship between NDA ceilings and inflation targets—the
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latter serving as the primary guide to monetary policy—would need to be made clear to the
public.
At the same time, Directors noted that bringing conditionality more closely into line
with the inflation targeting framework could help enhance the credibility of inflation
targeting as well as the effectiveness of monetary policy. They saw such congruence as
particularly desirable because of the increasing transparency of the Fund, together with the
greater transparency of central bank decision making required by inflation targeting.
Directors discussed the reviews-based approach to monetary policy conditionality
suggested by the staff. Under this approach, monetary policy would be subject to periodic
reviews focusing on recent inflation outturns, together with indicators of the implications of
monetary policy for future inflation. In this connection, Directors underscored the importance
of broad ex ante agreement between the Fund and the authorities on timely monetary
responses to possible deviations from the targeted inflation path. The reviews would be held
quarterly, or even more frequently if needed, in conjunction with general program reviews or
(where such reviews were not prescribed) as freestanding reviews. In cases where there were
no issues of particular concern, completion of such reviews could be proposed on a lapse-oftime basis. At the same time, Directors emphasized that the main responsibility for day-today conduct of monetary policy should continue to reside with the authorities, and that the
Fund should not seek to micro-manage the implementation of monetary policy.
Directors stressed the indispensable requirement of safeguarding the Fund’s
resources, regardless of the framework within which monetary policy was being conducted.
They believed, therefore, that a floor on net international reserves would continue to be
essential, under the reviews-based approach as well as under traditional conditionality.
Directors agreed that, in any case in which it was considered necessary to set the NIR floor
allowing a significant margin for unprogrammed intervention, some mechanism would be
needed to limit sterilization; this mechanism could entail a reaction function of monetary
policy to unprogrammed reserve losses, or simply the traditional ceiling on NDA⎯the
specific mechanism would need to be worked out on a case-by-case basis.
Directors noted that, for an inflation targeting country, the reviews-based approach
would have both advantages and disadvantages. Some Directors saw this approach as helping
to reinforce the credibility of inflation targeting by supporting it within the framework of a
Fund-supported program. It was also noted that, if money demand were unstable, the
traditional approach could result in performance criteria being breached, even though
monetary policy was fundamentally on track. In this light, these Directors saw the reviewsbased approach as avoiding the possible stigma, program disruptions, and market confusion
associated with breaches of performance criteria for which waivers were subsequently
granted. The reviews-based approach would also provide greater flexibility to base the
Fund’s assessment of monetary policy on variables of greatest relevance to the individual
country. But some Directors also noted that corresponding to this greater flexibility would be
greater discretion for the Fund to determine whether monetary policies were appropriate, and
thus to decide whether the country would be permitted to make a purchase. More generally,
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Directors shared the staff’s concern that the basis for the reviews-based approach should be
sufficiently unambiguous to allow the Board to judge adherence to the intended
conditionality and to enable program countries to be quite clear on their rights and
obligations.
In light of these advantages and disadvantages, most Directors expressed their
readiness to support the staff’s proposal that the reviews-based approach be made an option
for countries conducting monetary policy on the basis of inflation targeting. Directors noted
that the choice of whether to use the reviews-based approach would need to take account of
the country’s economic circumstances. Some Directors observed, in particular, that a
framework of monetary policy conditionality intended to help fine-tune a country’s inflation
performance would be less appropriate in countries where central bank credibility was less
well-established or was under greater stress owing to turbulent economic conditions. In such
cases, the conventional set of quantitative performance criteria would be more appropriate. In
some cases, it might be appropriate to start off a program with such quantitative performance
criteria and move gradually toward a reviews-based approach as market pressures abated and
as the authorities gained experience under inflation targeting. Directors believed, therefore,
that the appropriate form of monetary policy conditionality should be decided on a case-bycase basis in consultation with the authorities.
A few Directors suggested that consideration be given to amending the Articles of
Agreement to include the pursuit of price stability as an explicit objective of Fund-supported
programs. This is an issue that will require further reflection, and to which we could return in
due course.
Directors recognized the practical challenges entailed both in the adoption of an
inflation-targeting approach and in the implementation of the reviews-based approach to
conditionality in this connection. They suggested, therefore, that the staff proceed cautiously,
and advised that careful further consideration be given to the broad issues related to a
reviews-based approach, including the role of current versus forward-looking indicators of
policy, how to address likely data limitations, preparation of inflation forecasts, and similar
issues. Directors agreed, however, that, in negotiating programs, the staff should be allowed
to set monetary policy conditionality experimentally according to the reviews-based
approach. This approach would be reviewed after sufficient experience had been gained,
possibly after about a year.

